
A yeast deletion library with 5000 unique knockout strains of the non-essential 
genes was screened to identify strains with altered fitness to five defensins. 
Barcodes incorporated into the deletion cassette were used to identify each 
knocked out gene. High throughput screening of the treated library was used 
to determine the relative fitness of each strain after defensin treatment by 
counting barcodes with Illumina next generation sequencing compared to an 
untreated control. These fitness profiles provided insight into how defensins 
act on their targets. 
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Introduction

Plants produce several different antimicrobial 
peptides (AMP) for protection against fungal 
pathogens. These proteins inhibit a broad range of 
fungal pathogens and can be used to treat fungal 
infections in humans and plants. Defensins are small 
(45-54 amino acids) proteins with a rigid structure 
held together by four disulphide bonds (Fig 1). 
Several hundred defensins have been identified, 
many with extremely varied sequences. Little is 
known about the exact modes of action for most 
defensins with partial mechanisms of action  only 
described for a handful. We hypothesise that 
sequence variability between defensins correlates 
with different mechanisms of action and that 
characterising these mechanisms and the different 
targets in fungal cells will enable the design of 
combinatorial antifungal therapies.

Defensins with very different sequences have similar 
levels of antifungal activity

Five defensins with very different sequences, but similar antifungal activity 
against three different pathogens (Table 1) were selected for use in a yeast 
screening experiment against S. cerevisiae to determine whether they have dif-
ferent mechanisms of action.

Table 1: Antifungal activity (IC50 in µM) of plant defensins tested against  a 
crop pathogen, two human pathogens and wild type Saccahromyces cerevisiae

Table 2. Sequence identity matrix shows percentage sequence identity between 
each defensin sequence
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Figure 2. Screening process of a yeast deletion 
library to identify fungal targets for plant defensins
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Figure 3. Cluster analysis of genes obtained after treatment with each 
defensin. Green  represents strains sensitive to the defensins and red represents 
strains that are more resistant.

Defensins with different mechanisms of action can 
be identified by differences in the fitness profiles of 

the treated pools

The growth phenotype of all of the strains in the deletion collection were 
analysed using a clustering program to compare fitness profiles obtained after 
each defensin treatment. Several deletion strains were uniquely sensitive or 
resistant to a particular defensin.  The identity of these strains provides insight 
into the mechanism of action for each defensin. Some strains were sensitive or 
resistant to all four defensins. These are likely to represent general stress 
response genes. The results from the clustering analysis revealed that plant 
defensins NaD1 and HXP4 have the most similar mechanisms of action. 
HXP124 has a similar profile to NaD1 and HXP4 suggesting similarities in 
their mechanisms of action. HXL15 and StDef1 had different profiles 
suggesting  different mechanisms to each other and to NaD1, HXP4 and 
HXP124. Five different mechanisms of action were revealed in this clustering 
analysis, three of which are similar. The potential targets for the 5 defensins 
are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Venn diagram comparing the most resistant strains to all five 
defensins with a log2 ratio greater than 1.0. Enrichment of GO terms are listed 
for strains resistant to each defensin.
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Conclusion
* Barcode sequencing of treated libraries can be used to identify
   genes and processes in fungi that are targeted by defensins
* Defensins with different sequences have different mechanisms of
   action

The relative abundance of strains from each defensin treatment was 
determined to identify strains that were resistant and strains that were 
sensitive to that defensin. The counts gave an indication of the genes  involved 
in the antifungal activity of each defensin.

There were 330 strains resistant to NaD1. Of these, 98 strains were resistant to 
NaD1 and not the other defensins. This set was enriched for strains with dele-
tions of genes involved in the mitochondrial matrix and mitochondrial protein 
complex . Mitochondria are known to be involved in the mechanism of action 
for NaD1 with petite yeast mutants being resistant to NaD1 and NaD1 causing 
the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). These findings support the 
reported mechanism of action for NaD1 which includes uptake of the defensin 
into the cytoplasm, inducing the production of ROS and permeabilisation of 
the membrane.

Sequence HXL15 HXP124 HXP4 ZmDe32

HXP124 26

HXP4 34 26

StDef1 48 24 45

NaD1 28 24 91 38

Defensin Fusarium
graminearum

Candida 
albicans

Trichophyton
rubrum

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae

HXP124 0.25 2.0 0.6 1.5

HXL15 1.8 2.2 1.3

NaD1 0.4 2.3 1.5 2.2

HXP4 0.3 2.0 1.4

StDef1 0.8 0.9 2.4
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Figure 1. Structure of the 
plant defensin, NaD1. The 
α−helix is displayed in red 
and the β-sheet in green with 
the disulphide bonds in 
yellow
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